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BOUNDEDLY  HOLOMORPHIC  CONVEX

R1EMANN  DOMAIN

DONG S.   KIM

Abstract.   A boundedly holomorphic convex Riemann domain

with a bounded spread map is a Stein manifold of bounded type.

In [2], we have defined a boundedly holomorphic convex domain as a

holomorphic convex domain determined by bounded holomorphic

functions and a Stein manifold of bounded type as a Stein manifold

defined by global bounded holomorphic functions in the place of global

holomorphic functions in its definition. We denote B(D) the algebra of

bounded holomorphic functions on D.

Lemma. Let (X, A:x) be a Riemann domain with a bounded spread

map ol;

« - (/I. • • • ,/„),       ft £ B(X),  \=i = n.

Let R be an equivalence relation x~y if and only if f(x)=f(y) for all

feB(X). Then the quotient space E=X¡R is a Riemann domain, B(E)

separates points on E, and B(E)=B(X). Furthermore, if X is boundedly

holomorphic convex then the canonical map tt:X^-E=X/R is proper.

Proof. It is clear that E is Hausdorff with the quotient topology.

it is locally one-to-one; for an open set U where a is a homeomorphism,

tt\U is one-one, for, if x^y, x,y e U then <i(x)^«.(y); thus f(x) j£fi(y)

for some/ 1 ̂ j=n. Thus x^-py. To show 77- is open we shall show that, for

a sufficiently small open subset U in X, tt~1(ttU) is open in X. Let P be a

polydisc in X so that <x|P is a homeomorphism and ir[P is one-one. Take

x e tt~1(ttP); then tt(x) e ttP. Thus there exists y eP such that Tr(x)=n(y).

So f(x)=f(y) for all.feB(X), in particular, /¿(*)=/(y) for l<i<n.
Hence <x(x)=a(y). Take Px, Pv in U; two polydiscs with centers x and y

with the same radius. Note that ctPx=o.Py; a polydisc in Cn of center

a(x) = a(y). For v e Px, put w=(x\Py)~1(o.(v))ePy such that <x.(v)=«.(w),
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then the power series at ct(x) is

m=2(A! • • -¿.o-1 /if r,./wMp)i - «i*)!}"1 ■ • • w»). - «Wn}sn
«2i ' ' ■ azn

=2(A! • • -/jr'/r a'/w^ - «W.F1 • • • M»o» -*(*uin
OZi •••ozn

=/(w),    where |* /(x) = ¿-/o (a | F^fX*)),        1 ̂  ; = n.
0Zj öZj

Hence f(v)=f(w) for all/eF^A"). Thus, for every vePx, there exists

weP,c U such that 7r(r)=Tr(H'), and so Px^tt-\ttU). Therefore ^(ttU)

is open in X. Since 7r_1(7rC7) is open in X, ttU is open in E. So tt:X--E is

a local homeomorphism.

Now, for xeE, define /J(.x)=a(;c), where ttx=x. Then ß:E^-Cn is

a spread map. Moreover, since f(x)=f(x) for 7rx=Jc, /e 5(F), and

feB(X), B(X)=B(E).
Finally, we show that n is proper. For a compact subset F in £ there

is a compact subset K in X such that tt(K) = L; for every point Je e L

there is a compact neighborhood Vx of 7r_1(JE) in X so that ^(K^) is a

compact neighborhood of x. Then there is a finite covering |J" tt(Vx)=>L

and A^i=Uil K», is compact. So L<^ir(Kx). Hence A^A^riTr-1^) is

compact and n(K)=L. Now, let £={* e X: \f(x)\ = \\f\\k for all/e F(JSf)},
then ^=>7r_1(L), and so 7r_1(L) is compact. We complete the proof.

Theorem. A boundedly holomorphic convex Riemann domain with a

bounded spread map is a Stein manifold of bounded type.

Proof. Let (X, A:a) be a Riemann domain with a bounded spread

map a. Then by the Lemma we have a Riemann domain E=X/R and a

proper spread map tt:X-+E. For a compact subset Lof E, setL={xeE:

\f(x)\ú\\f\\L for all/e B(E)}. Since f(x)=f(7r(x))=f(x), \\f\\L=\\f\L-HL)
and 7r({7T_1(L)} )=L. Since -n- is proper, 7r_1(L) is compact and so are

{7r-1(F)} and 7r({7r-1(L)} ). Hence £ is boundedly holomorphic convex.

Thus £ is a Stein manifold of bounded type. Therefore it suffices to show

that B(X) separates points of X. Since -n is a proper spread map, 7r_1(x)

is finite for each xeE. Define a sheaf Ä on £ by

Àôt= 2 ®Á*f
tef<n V)

Then Ä is a coherent sheaf on £ and bounded global sections on X co-

incide with bounded global sections on £. Let tt~1(x) = {xx, • • • , xn}.

For a small open neighborhood U of Jc in £, there is a section <p on

U (<pu=fTor ue U) whose xt and x3 components are different for tf*].
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Since F is a Stein manifold of bounded type, in particular, a Stein manifold,

by Cartan's Theorem A, there is a global section O on F such that Oj [/= <p.

Then the function F e Ä(E) determined by O separates the points {xx, • • • ,

xn}. Now, since F is a Stein manifold of bounded type, F can be approxi-

mated by bounded functions in B(E)=B(X) (see a note after Definition 3

in [2]). Hence there is a bounded holomorphic function on X which

separates the points {xx, ■ ■ ■ , x„}, so that «=1. We complete the proof.

Since it has been known that a domain of bounded holomorphy need

not be a boundedly holomorphic convex domain we give the following.

Proposition. Let (X, A) be an analytic space and let {Dn} be an

infinite sequence of bounded holomorphic convex •domains. If D=C\n D„

is open then D is also a boundedly holomorphic convex domain.

Remark. It has been known that, for two domains Dx and D2 in C

which are domains of bounded holomorphy, B(DX) is algebraically

isomorphic to B(D2) if and only if Dx and D2 are conformally equivalent.

This is also true for higher dimensions as follows:

If Dx and D2 are Stein-Riemann domains of bounded type with bounded

spread maps then B(DX) is algebraically isomorphic to B(D2) if and only

if Dx and D2 are biholomorphic. This follows from the fact that, for such

a domain D, the spectrum of B(D) (B with c.o. topology) which is given

by point evaluations is the envelope of bounded holomorphy (see [2]).
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